Roll, Parker Are Elected to Inter-Club Board

Irvin Roll, Mike Parker and George Blegenfeld were elected chairman, vice-chairman and secretary respectively at the Inter-Club Board's last meeting last Wednesday in a trio of hotly contested elections.

The outgoing chairman, Allen Apt, who declined to run for re-election, passed the gavel to Mr. Roll at the end of the meeting to impress the organization with the necessity of continuing the work of the Board. Mr. Blegenfeld will be Vice Chairman and Mr. Parker will be secretary.

The long struggle to obtain additional seatings for the board ended at this meeting. All the long lines of potential candidates and their supporters were rewarded at this meeting.

The long struggle to obtain additional seatings for the board ended at this meeting. All the long lines of potential candidates and their supporters were rewarded at this meeting.

By Bob Sluman, Student Editor

TA APPOINTS EXECUTIVES: BUCHALTER AND SACHS

Miss Georgina Sachs and Mr. Sidney Ayer were elected president and editor-in-chief of The Ticker respectively.

Mr. Ayer, a member of the Class of '47, has been managing editor of the paper this term and has been a member of the executive committee for two years. His education was interrupted during the war, and he now serves in the military service.

Miss Sachs, a member of the Class of '47, has held the post of advertising manager and has been a member of the Student Council for two years.

By Bob Sluman, Student Editor

Weidenbaum, Schwartz, Shafer, Golding Win In SC Elections

By Martin Frishberg

In a close contest Murray Weidenbaum edged out Irvin Roll for the office of SC president for the fall semester and the great potentiality of the board were emphasized by Bob Sluman, Student Editor.

The three candidates elected to represent City College at the University of Wisconsin were elected by Irwin Baskind, who received 3,655 votes and the other choices were Al Aaronsen and Bernie Schwartz.

In an attack on the previous administration, Bernie Schwartz defeated Ben Friedman, 1125-990, despite a successful publicity campaign by the latter.

Airline Shafer was elected to the office of recording secretary, leading Herb Bilewski by an overwhelming majority of 1438 to 683.

The present corresponding secretary, Barry Diamond, was re-elected, getting a total of 1116 votes and Barry Diamond for Secretary Osteen.

The officers elected as SC representatives are:

Lowen Senior—Al Fina, Irv Remer, Mitzy Shapira
Upper Junior—Al Miller, Danny Imrie
Lower Junior—Mary Ackerman, Zelda Schwartz
Senior—Murray Weidenbaum, George Blegenfeld
Junior—Hillel Buroker, Jack Greenwald, Mike Parker
Lower Sophomore—Jerry Lipski
Upper Sophomore—Walter Blaser, Seymour Cohen, Lawrence Trafnick

The new officers will assume their duties as members of Student Council next semester.

Alpha Phi Omega Inducts Ohrbach

Mr. Nathan Ohrbach, founder and head of Ohrbach's department store, was elected president of the Greater New York Council of the Alpha Phi Omega fraternity at the University of Wisconsin.

The election was held at a council meeting in the AVC office in the lower floor of the university.

Levine Selected Hillel President

In a closely contested election, Joshua Levine defeated Walter Blaser for the presidency of the Student Council last week. Gloria Siegenthal, newly elected secretary of SCB, was elected in a vote of thanks.

The new officers elected for the next administration were Henry Wolf, vice-president; Betty alternative secretary; Betty Levine, treasurer; and Mary Blumenthal, publicity chairman.

Hillel To Present 'Room Service'

By Hilly Gordon and Selma Zelman

A special meeting of the Student Council was held on Monday night to discuss the plans for the 1947-48 program.

The program will include a number of activities, including a weekly meeting of the Student Council, a monthly meeting of the Student Council, and a monthly meeting of the Student Council.
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By Hilly Gordon and Selma Zelman

The Student Council will meet every Monday at 8:30 in the Student Council rooms of the University of Wisconsin.

The activities will be held during the week and will include meetings of the Student Council, a monthly meeting of the Student Council, and a monthly meeting of the Student Council.
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Juniors Win Intramural Softball Tourny, 6-0

By Al Benowitz

A capacity crowd at Hanson Hall saw the Junior team defeat the Sophomore by a 6-0 victory over the Junior team Wednesday, 18 to 19. The Sophomore came up short in the final game of the Softball tourney, which was won by the Junior team. The Sophomore‚ however, did not lose by much. The Sophomore lost by only five runs.

Beaver Eleven Ends Practice

In June, the City College baseball team ended its practice schedule, preparing itself for the 1947 season. After many weeks of practice, the team is now ready to face the challenge of the season. The team is currently training in the Armory, with the exception of a few players who have already left for the season. The team is practicing every day, with the exception of Sundays, when the players have some free time.

Minors Rights

Minority has a matter of postponing itself by trying to establish the nearest trend to the nearest trend in the nearest trend. The minority thus becomes a trend, and the trend becomes a matter of postponing itself, which in turn becomes a trend of the nearest trend. The minority thus forms a matter of postponing itself, which in turn becomes a trend of the nearest trend.

The Beefer Spotlight

City Sports Future Is Uncertain

By Herb Theo

City's Convention celebration is about over. The first hundred years of City's history will soon be behind us, but what will the second hundred years bring? Will City continue to be a leader in higher education, or will it fade into obscurity? Only time will tell.

Pressing Matters

By Eliot Press

It has been suggested, as an idea, that we should immediately begin to think about future management. If such a plan is adopted, the organization will certainly be to the credit of its adherents. The plan will give us the opportunity to do something about the future of the organization, and to think about what we can do to improve it.

How Time Flies!

A Peek At The Past Semester

By Hal Monr

You stand at the bank of the river and watch the current flow. You realize that the river will continue to flow, and you then realize that, although any years may come, the river will still flow.

And then you picture the current of which you are a part. The river is flowing, and you are a part of it. You are a part of the future, and you are a part of the past. You are a part of the present, and you are a part of the future.
Alumni Group Begins Drive To Enroll New Members

By Ruth Rinkland and J. Arnold Klein

With a total membership representing more than 27 percent of the entire City College student body, the Alumni Association has opened a drive to enlist the newly graduating students. The first project for this year is the policy plan with the "47 Class Fund as beneficiary. The policy plan was designed to carry out the old procedure whereby each class, commemorating its 25 anniversary, had a fund raising campaign with proceeds going to the Alumni Association. These policies, it is expected, will be $50,000 annually with the $250,000 that will go to the association.

The new Executive Committee, which is at present made up of 25 members, will meet at the Century during the last meeting of the term. The final meeting, which is to be held at the Century, will be a farewell to the Century and the Century will be the Century in the Century. The Century will be the Century in the Century.

The new policy plan is a series of lectures on women's studies, the lectures being given by the Century Association for the benefit of both alumni and undergraduates. The Century will be the Century in the Century.

The outlook for jobs is not very encouraging, according to Mr. Robert Kelly, director of the school's career counseling center. The majority of country openings have already been filled. Nevertheless, occasional openings do come in, but they are the exception rather than the rule. Jobs within the city are scarcer, but here the situation is being addressed by an interview with the Century. Many job opportunities are offered part time, but will be filled full time during the summer months and the Century will be the Century in the Century.

The membership of the Class of '47 who have joined the "47 Alumni" was elected Scribe and Treasurer at the Annual Meeting on May 20, 1947.

The Century will be the Century in the Century.

Baskind Elected SA Chancellor

Irvin Baskind was elected Chancellor and Sydelle Morris Vice-Chancellor of Sigma Alpha at the Society's last meeting of the term.

"The new Executive Committee, the Faculty-Student softball game and the departmental teams," members of the Sigma Alpha Society, were attending the summer session to have discussions on plans for the fall semester. This was the first meeting of the group to discuss the idea of a meeting, as soon as the term begins. Irvin Baskind, who is a member of the group, said, "The Society is developing a number of new activities in addition to continuing their usual work. Among the new activities is the Faculty-Student softball game and the departmental teams."

College Stew...

By Flora Spontakis

Linguists Go Hollywood

Next term, sound motion pictures will be taken of all activities so that it will give a visual record of its activities. The workshop contributed $300 to the "students' for a year, the Society, which is the Pan-American program, to the Centennial Fund.

Freed

Dr. Rudolf Eierk will discuss "Friend's Dream to a Theory and Inter- pretation" in a farewell address to the Psychology Club Thursday at 12:15 in 523. Dr. Eierk has been appointed to the Meisinger Foundation to work in psychotherapy.

Bar-Men Plan Dinner

The Law Society, at its last meeting of the term this Thursday at 12:30 in 466, will discuss plans for a post-semester dinner.

Advertising Jobs

Mr. Walter Lowen, head of the largest Advertising Placement Service in the U.S, will speak before "The Opportunities in Advertising" Thursday at 10:10 in 1420. The meeting is jointly sponsored by SAM and the A.A.S.P. Society.

The Ticker

Members of the Class of '47 were instructed Thursday on the procedures to be followed on Commen- cut by Milly Shapiro

This year's Commencement will be held at Lewishon School in June and is to be scheduled for Monday at 7 p.m. A group of students will be picked up in the afternoon at which time the graduates will parade around the campus. Photographs will be taken at this time. At 7 o'clock a group will be assembled at the Alumni Association and the ceremony will be held at the Alumni Association on June 15.

Summer Jobs Scare, Says Placement Chief

The outlook for jobs is not very encouraging, according to Mr. Robert Kelly, director of the school's placement center. The majority of country openings have already been filled. Nevertheless, occasional openings do come in, but they are the exception rather than the rule. Jobs within the city are scarcer, but here the situation is being addressed by an interview with the Century. Many job opportunities are offered part time, but will be filled full time during the summer months and the Century will be the Century in the Century.

The membership of the Class of '47 who have joined the "47 Alumni" was elected Scribe and Treasurer at the Annual Meeting on May 20, 1947.

The Century will be the Century in the Century.

The Outlook for Jobs is Not Very Encouraging

The Century will be the Century in the Century.